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• On the daily chart, USDINR spot prices formed a 

“symmetrical triangle “and it is moving in sideways range 

indicates short term trend is bullish on the currency pair.

• At present, USD/INR prices is hovering near upper 

trendline resistance of 83.10 level indicates further 

strength in counter. However, any break above 83.1 level 

can surge the price further up till 83.75 & 85.04 level 

in near term. Any minor-degree fall shall be considered 

as a buying opportunity till the price is trading above 

moving average key support of 81.55 level and break 

below will be considered as a trend reversal.  The price 

indicator is Bullish.

View Reversal Target

UP Rs. 81.55 Rs. 83.75 – 85.04

USDINR: Bullish Bias

• On the daily chart, EURINR spot price after a sharp 

upside rise from 86.22 level till 90.71 level has given a 

trendline breakdown indicates shift in trend from bullish 

to bearish.

• At present, EUR/INR price has started forming lower high 

lower low formation indicates a short-term correction in 

the counter in upcoming session. However, any break 

below 89.04 level can drag prices further down till 

87.15 & 86.75 level in near term. An alternative scenario 

indicates that if market struggles to break the support 

level, it might retest the same and revise the trend to 

bullish/sideways mode once again. Key resistance holds 

near 90.71 levels. The price indicator is bearish.

View Reversal Target

Down Rs.90.71 Rs. 87.15 & 86.75

EURINR: Trendline breakdown
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• On the daily chart, GBPINR spot price shows that it is 

currently forming higher high higher low at the upper 

end of the chart symbolize the market volatility is slowly 

shrinking and may soon see continuity of bullish trend in 

the future trading session.

• At present, GBP/INR prices are moving in sideways 

range and not able to breach it key support of 101.25 

level on downside. However, any break above its 

crucial resistance of 103.86 level will further exhibit the 

confirmation of bull trend by making higher high higher 

low formation in the near term. Hence, we expect the 

currency pair prices to surge upward till 107.7 level in 

medium term. An alternative scenario indicates that if 

market struggles to break the resistance level, then it 

might retest the same and revise the trend to bearish/

sideways mode once again. The key support holds near 

101.28 levels. The price indicator is on the verge of giving 

bullish crossover.

GBPINR: Near support

JPYINR: Bearish Stance
The above chart shows price movement of spot JPY/INR 

pair daily contract. The currency pair had given a trendline 

breakdown been moving in a strong downtrend from 64.14 

level till 59.33 level by making a lower high lower low 

formation in the past. 

At current juncture, JPY/INR pair have given a sharp upside 

bounce from 59.33 level till 61.36 in the past but not able 

to breach the upper trendline resistance signal further 

weakness in the counter. Overall, the trend is bearish in 

JPY/ INR till the currency pair price is trading below 61.52 

level which also act as a key resistance on the upside and 

break above will be trend reversal in longer term. Therefore, 

any break below 59.62 level which is short term support 

can pull the price further down till 59.60 & 56.64 in the 

near term. Any minor-degree bounce will be considered 

as a selling opportunity till the time price is trading below 

moving average resistance. The price indicator is bearish.

View Reversal Target

Down Rs. 61.51 Rs. 59.6 & 56.64

View Reversal Target

Up Rs. 101.25 Rs. 107.7
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